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Abstract: Spreadsheet software is commonly used in small and medium enterprises for a wide range of processes including analyzing the 

collected data, monitoring over the dynamics in data values, grouping and sorting, automating daily tasks, etc. Its automation features allow 

applying additional processing of the available data to make helpful suggestions for the managers. This paper describes the steps to develop 

a tool based on a spreadsheet model that could help managers in the procurement process. The main features of the presented model are: 

calculating safety stock based on a chosen rule; suggesting the reorder point and the latest reorder date for the articles; marking articles in 

different colors for the purposes of prioritization and grouping in one delivery from the same supplier. The consumption forecast is 

calculated using extrapolated historical data. The tool could be used by the procurement managers in order to automate their daily tasks on 

monitoring the stock levels. The model is adjustable and could include additional data sources (i.e. pre ordered quantities, etc.) to increase 

its the accuracy or exclude some of the data sources (i.e. historical data on the consumption), using only preprocessed indicators (i.e. mean 

consumption) with tradeoffs on its accuracy. 
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1. Introduction 

"Smart" supply chain and "smart" logistics are the key parts of 

horizontal integration, which is one of the basic characteristics of 

digitization [1]. Thus the activities towards digitization of supply 

chain processes are included in the roadmaps of Industry 4.0 

transformation plans. The nature of the inventory problem consists 

of repeatedly placing and receiving orders of given sizes at set 

intervals. From this standpoint, an inventory policy answers 

questions of “How much to order?” and “When to order?” [4]. 

Supply process is exposed to uncertainties regarding lead time, 

defects, demand and other variables. “Smart” supply planning and 

policies could be the key to minimizing the effects from these 

uncertainties, both in long term and short term perspectives. The 

long term supply planning can include change in management 

policies (i.e. integrating approaches of Just-In-Time, Total Quality, 

Six Sigma, etc.) and/or improving the forecasting techniques (i.e. 

simulations with Monte Carlo model [6], system dynamics [5] or 

discrete event simulation and agent based modeling [2]). In most 

cases, the supply officers have to adapt their long term plans to the 

unpredicted changes in the environment in a shorter perspective. 

Thus the short and long term tools need to complement each other, 

but not to replace. 

Monitoring the stock level and managing the supply process in 

the short term perspective is a complex task. Multiply this process 

by the number of active SKU managed by one supply office and we 

get the scale of work. The basic process includes:  

- repeatedly check the level of stock available in the 

warehouse; 

- compare the stock level with estimated consumption 

during the estimated lead-time; 

- decide whether to include other items into the purchase 

order for the same supplier (group orders in order to 

minimize the transportation cost); 

- make the decision about the quantity of each item in the 

lot. Economic order quantity (EOQ) approach is often 

used for this purpose. This method is often integrated into 

ERP packages or can be integrated using spreadsheet 

models [8]. There are a lot of EOQ modifications for 

different purposes (i.e. approach of Probabilistic EOQ in 

case the consumption is unstable [3]).  

- generate a purchase order and send it to the supplier. 

Monitor and control over the delivery process. 

 

2. Developing spreadsheet model 

The reorder point (ROP) is the level of inventory which triggers 

an action to replenish that particular inventory stock. It consists of 

two main elements: the forecast (estimated consumption during lead 

time) and the safety stock.  Reorder point systems have been 

described as being positional in nature. They use a historical 

approach to forecasting future inventory demand, which assumes 

that past data are representative of future demand. If, at any time, an 

item’s inventory level falls below some predetermined level, either 

additional inventory is ordered or new production orders are 

released in fixed order quantities (FOQ). [7] 

This simplest formula to calculate reorder point (when using mean 

value as the forecast value): 

(1) , 

where: R - reorder point, - mean daily consumption (pc.), L - lead 

time (days), SS  - safety stock level (pc.). 

Safety stock is an additional quantity of an item held in the 

inventory to reduce the risk that the item will be out of stock. 

Commonly used approaches calculate the safety stock based on the 

following factors: demand, lead time, target service level and 

forecast error. 

In this paper the author uses a simple rule to calculate the safety 

stock: it has to cover a period of time, that is enough to deliver 

items within the mean lead time.  

(2) , 

where: SS  - safety stock level (pc.), - mean daily consumption 

(pc.), L - lead time (days). 

The safety stock estimation approach used in this paper is very 

basic, and it should be replaced by a formula, reflecting the rules of 

safety stock management in the particular organization. 

The model is designed to calculate the key indicators for the 

procurement process and is integrated into spreadsheet software, so 

it could serve the supply officer as a finished tool. The author 

assumes that a satisfactory tool would meet the following criteria: 

low level complexity; flexibility (can adapt to different sets of input 

data and change the approaches for calculating the key variables); 

compatible with different platforms and systems (operational 

systems, cloud / on premise). 

The minimum set of input data for the model: 

a. The list of articles in stock (i.e. ids, description); 

b. The current in-stock level; 

c. Forecasted daily consumption; 

d. Safety stock level; 

e. Lead time; 

Optional additional data: 

f. Consumption history; 

g. Safety stock rule; 

h. History of orders and deliveries 

The particular case presented in this article uses the mean 

consumption value (from historical data) as the daily consumption 

forecast value. It uses the predefined values for lead time for each 
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article. The data regarding in-stock quantity includes already 

reserved articles, waiting in the warehouse for proceeding their 

orders. The model could both include or exclude stock reservations 

in case the consumption forecast is estimated using other 

forecasting approaches. 

Deploying the model into a spreadsheet software. The author has 

tested the model on three popular spreadsheet applications and 

services: Google Spreadsheet, Microsoft Excel and LibreOffice 

Calc. The current spreadsheet model includes 3 sheets:  

Table 1: Description of sheets used in the model 

Sheet 

name 

Description 

ROP Fields for reorder point calculation and order planning 

Stock Articles quantity available in stock on the current date 

Cons Volume of daily sales for the articles 

 

The sheet “Stock” among others includes the following columns: 

A. date of the stock count report, 

B. article identification number, 

C. the quantity available on stock. 

The “Cons” sheet includes following columns: 

A. date of the report, 

B. article identification number, 

C. value of consumption on this date. 

The ROP sheet includes the list of the articles to monitor, 

information on the consumption and stock, extracted from the 

previous 2 sheets, lead time and the calculated fields for the reorder 

point and the reorder date. The purpose of each column is described 

in Table. 2.  

 

Table 2: Data structure for “ROP” sheet 

Column 

index 
Data description Data source 

A Article ID ERP imported 

B Article name ERP imported 

C Quantity in stock ERP imported + Lookup 

D Mean consumption ERP imported + Calculated 

E Safety Stock level 
Target value / Calculated / 

Condition based formula 

F Lead time 

Contract / ERP import / 

Calculated (max, mean, 

deviation) on historical data 

G Reorder point 
Calculated / Condition based 

formula 

H Reorder deadline Calculated 

 

As the columns A and B repeat the information on the articles, the 

function in column C looks for the stock volume in the “Stock” 

sheet, referencing the same article by its id. The aim for column D 

is to provide a forecasted volume for the consumption. In this 

particular case the mean value of the consumption is used for this 

purpose, it is calculated within the model. Column E evaluates the 

safety stock. In this particular case the target level for safety stock is 

calculated using a rule - safety stock volume must cover one 

additional delivery time. Column F represents the mean value 

delivery time - manually typed values, representing the delivery 

terms in the contracts and/or estimated by the historical data. 

Column G evaluates the reorder point value. Column H shows the 

latest date until which the supply officer should make the order. 

Delaying the resupply order after this date will lead to stock 

shortage. 

The functions used for calculations in the sheet “ROP” are 

presented in Table 3. The functions are composed for the row #2 - 

as the first data row after the headings.  

Table 3: Values and functions in “ROP” sheet. 

Cell Function 

A2 Manually typed / pasted value 

B2 Optional: manually typed / pasted value 

C2 =VLOOKUP(A2,Stock!B:C,2,0) 

D2 =AVERAGEIF(Cons!B:B,A2,Cons!C:C) 

E2 =D2*F2 

F2 Manually typed / pasted value 

G2 =D2*F2+E2 

H2 =TODAY()+ROUNDDOWN((C2-G2)/F2,0) 

 

A part of the sample dataset is presented on Fig. 1. The results of 

Appling the formulas  

 

Fig. 1 Spreadsheet model for supply planning 

 

Embedding the multilevel color scheme for the reorder point or 

reorder deadline values helps supply managers to follow the 

dynamics of the articles and make decisions regarding the timing of 

the orders. The supply managers could decide whether to include 

other articles to the order when their levels are close to the reorder 

point. First of all, the supply managers have to decide how to split 

the warning levels. In this particular case the color scheme 

implements the following stock levels  

● Transparent background - the stock level is high enough 

to cover significant period of time (more than a month 

until would hit ROP level) 

● Green background - the current stock level is enough to 

cover 2-4 weeks before it hits ROP level. Grouping - the 

manager should consider including this article within an 

order for another article. 

● Yellow background - the stock level is enough to cover 1-

2 weeks before it hits ROP level. The manager should 

consider making a purchase order for the article within 

the next few days. 

● Red background - the stock level is enough to cover less 

than a week before it hits ROP level. The manager should 

consider purchasing this article in a higher priority order. 

● Purple background - the stock level is under the ROP 

level. There is a high possibility of using safety stock or 

even shortages. 

The color scheme is applied to the spreadsheet (ROP sheet, column 

H) using the conditional formatting option. The rules for the 

conditional formatting are presented on Fig.2. The formula uses 

values 7, 14 and 30 as representation of the target periods in days: 

week, 2 weeks and one month. 
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Fig.2 The rules for the conditional formatting 

 

An example of the color scheme can be seen in Fig.3. The dataset is 

the date 23 Jan 2023 and show the color scheme reflecting this date. 

 

Fig. 3 Color scheme for ranking the purchasing orders 

 

The overall process of managing the stock levels with the presented 

tool: 

1. The supply officer inputs the list of articles they want to 

monitor; 

2. He imports the current stock information and the recent 

consumption history; 

3. He inputs the lead time for each article; 

4. The tool shows the ROP levels and the deadlines for 

purchasing the products.  

5. Based on the time slots the officer makes decisions on 

grouping and purchasing the products. 

 

3. Discussion 

The model with the sample data can be found on the following link: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d

/1rWaa27LSHXmEzcGvEjzdpoWT9MkepENqafbwvPRXSb4

/edit?usp=sharing 

After testing the tool by a supply specialist from a furniture 

production company, some limitations had been discovered: 

- The tool does not take into account the future target stock 

level. It affects the seasonal products, new products, or 

the products at the end of their lifecycle. The tool 

suggests ordering articles at higher ROP levels than 

needed for the article with declining consumption. It 

ignores the future potential increase of consumption in the 

same manner. Could be partly resolved by applying the 

forecasting model for seasonal products; 

- The tool does not take into account using the supply 

scheme with more than one supplier for an article; 

- The tool is suitable for short term supply planning; 

- The tool makes no recommendations regarding the lot 

size; 

- The currently used forecast model is not adapted to 

positive or negative trends in consumption; 

- The tool assumes lead time to be fixed. It ignores 

deliveries on a scheduled basis (i.e. on every Wednesday). 

- Issue with the articles pointed for final sale. The color 

scheme marks their level as critical (i.e. A2108 and 

A2269) 

The main product the author presents here is a tool, which is in its 

early stages. The author is looking forward to continuing improving 

the tool, as the first steps in this direction would be integrating the 

EOQ model for lot size recommendations; improvements regarding 

the choice of integrated forecast and safety stock models.  
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